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Shortlisting Criteria for PhD Applicants in CSE
Admissions in Sem-I (AY 2019-20)

Resular PhI)
An applicant is shortlisted if any one of the following three criteria is satisfied :

o B.Tech/B.E degree in any area with valid GATE scorein CS with GATE rank <:2500
o B.Tech/B.E degree in CSE or related area with valid GATE score and minimum

CGPA/percentage as mentioned below
o M.Tech./M.E/M.S. (or an equivalent qualification) in CSE (or related) with minimum

CGPA/percentage as mentioned below

Qualifuing
Degree

General
(cGPAt%)

OBC
(cGPAt%)

SC/ST/PWD
(cGPAt%)

MTech 7.0 / 65% 6.8 t 63% 6.5 160%

BTech 7.0 I 6s% 6.81 63% 6.5 t60%

CGPA is considered on a scale of 10.

An MS/MSc degree from foreign university is considered equivalent to MTech.
MSc and MCA degrees from an Indian institution are considered equivalent to BTechdegree
Students coming in with just BTech (or equivalent degree) must have a valid GATE score.

4'r' year B.Techdegree (or equivalent) in CS / IT with minimum CGPA/percentage as mentioned
below and valid GATE score

Qualifying
Degree

General
(cGPAt%)

OBC
(cGPAt%)

SC/ST/PWD
(cGPAt%)

BTech 8.0 t75% 7.8 I 73% 7.5 I 70%

Note:

Note:
a

I

I

I

' CGPA is on a scale of lO.For cFTI students, GATE requirement is waived off
' Some who have already graduated, and applied under this category were shifted to regular

category and evaluated accordingly.

Part-time PhD

' Same as for regular candidates (except that the requirement for GATE qualification is waived
offl and other criteria as per Institute PhD handbook (e.g. NOC, min. 2 years work experiences)

ExternalRegistration Prosramme (ERP)

' Same as for regular candidates (except that the requirement for GATE qualification is waived
off) and other criteria as per Institute PhD handbook (e.g. min.2 years work experiencesetc)

All applicants may kindly note:
(a) Document verification would be done on 6tr' Mayl7tt'May 2019. During the documentverification,
you would be expected to highlight one criteria based on which you qualif57. otherwise you would noib.
allowed to attend the interview.
(b) In case you believe tlrat you qualify the shortlisting criteria but have not received the invitation
letter,then you can come directly for the onsite test on 6th May 2019 and show appropriate evidence of
your qualification.


